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Sacred Ascent

Those who have seen it nod wisely and agree--it is
the most beautiful mountain in all the world, not the
tallest, not the fiercest, not the grandest, simply the
most graceful and unexpectedly beautiful.
It stands
alone, uncluttered by surrounding peaks, usually hidden
by veils of mist with brief moments of bare beauty, a
proud matron who all too soon shields her glory in sea
born clouds. But in winter on a clear, crisp day,
cleansed by northerly winds, you may glimpse its full
shape, its even, stately height rising up to a white
cone that is sliced off at just the right level, an
uncannily perfect geometric shape.
This fabled mountain has been venerated by poets
and artists and enshrined as holy by an adoring
populace, a populace long certain that its native land
outshines all others. As you might have guessed, the
mountain is Fugi and its venerators centuries of
worshipful Japanese.
Even foreigners have succumbed to
its allure, casual visitors, diplomats,
anthropologists, artists, people of all tastes and
types.
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Fugi-San, to give its honorific,titl 7 , gains ~u .
of its fame from it almost perfect d1mens1ons. Ar1s
from plains deeply indented by the sea, the volcanic
cone mounts gradually from a circular base 23 miles i
diameter to a truncated height of 12,397 feet.
Its
circulate crater, 600 yards across sinks 730 feet to
mere 75 yards in diameter. A few steam exhalations
signal its volcanic nature. Thought quieter now, its
last eruption in 1707 deposited six inches of ash on
the site of today's Tokyo. Rich botanical flora cover
its sides, beginning with lush deciduous forest which
gives way to tall evergreens. Beyond the tree line a
8000 feet, scraggly shrubs and stunted trees cling t o
the basaltic slopes.
The sacred aura of Fugi extends back to the dawn
of history. Over the years religious shrines have be
built along the trails from base to summit. Before
1860 foreigners and women were forbidden on the
mountain and not until after the Meiji restoration i n
1867 did the public at large begin to join the ritua l
climb. To have done so confers on the climber a badge
of honor, blended from a sense of duty to ancient culand a flaunting of physical bravado. While the climb
itself has never called for great skill, enthusiasts
continue to die on Fugi, victims of falls, bad weather
and poor judgment. The mountain officially welcomes
visitors only in July and August when snow has large l "
melted, and presto its slopes resemble a giant ant-h i with pilgrims scurrying up and down as well as a host
of religious and commercial functionaries.
During the Korean War the U.S. Navy in its wisdo
sent me and family to Japan. We found shelter in a
flimsy post war structure, dubbed the "cardboard cage
by my tolerant spouse and which by way of compensat io
stood on a hillside overlooking Sagami Wan in the
community of Hyama, a pre war summer resort for the
Imperial family and Tokyo elite. Across the ocean b a y
from our windows Fugi-san, some 30 miles distant wou ld
from time to time unveil its white capped summit and
even more rarely the full expanse of its beckoning
symmetry.
In winter, especially, its post card image
would cast a bewitching spell.
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And so, like the Japanese, we had to climb that
mountain.
One August a three hour drive over potholes
brought us to GoteIDba, a country town at the foot of
Fugi. We checked into a hostel, the Gotemba 0 Club,
where nary an officer was seen. Above the small
registration desk a placard informed all guests:
one hour 150 yen
two hours 300 yen
all night 500 yen
In addition to this flexible schedule of accommodation
the management provided adequate American style food, a
comfortable bed, and we were undisturbed by the less
decorous clientele.
A half dozen trails like the struts of an umbrella
run up to the summit of Fugi, each 10-15 miles in
length, and in orderly Japanese fashion are divided
into ten stages./ At the beginning of the trails and
along the way Sengen shrines, at which the faithful can
pay their respects, financial and spiritual, do honor
to the Shinto goddess who guards the mountain. The
religious functionaries collect alms and chant
blessings in whining guttural halftones. At the
numbered stages on the trails small stone huts and
kiosks offer rest and wares to comfort the pilgrims.
~

We started our climb at Subashiri, a short train
ride from Gotemba. Living as we did at sea level, the
prospect of a 12,000+ foot climb was daunting enough
that we were not too proud to hire horses for the first
stages of the ascent. The nags we mounted, each
guarded by a groom on foot, ambled along at no more
than two miles per hour. When the going got steep, the
attendant would grab the poor brute's tail, so that it
hauled two of us up the hill. Travelers were expected
to purchase a stout wooden staff which at each of the
numbered stage huts was ceremonially branded for a sum
that increased the higher we rode. The day was warm
and sunny and the ride peaceful and beautiful through
the leafy forests below and the tall pines to the
treelines.
From there on up the trail steepened and
the going was rougher and slower among the large lava
boulders. About 3 p.m. with grunts of satisfaction the
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scruffy attendants and their heaving nags unload
and headed down towards home.
The higher we climbed, the more the trail
congealed with a constant flow of humanity, most l
Japanese clad in every conceivable garb from s~e=
shorts and white skirts to kimonos, dark wool sch
uniforms, and work tunics. On their feet one sa
sandals, sneakers, street shoes, and only occas io-~~~·
climbing boots to clamber over the sharp volcan ic
These people were dressed for a stroll in town.
would they survive? As we climbed, the temperatur
fell and light waned, always someone behind to n
you on or someone ahead to trip over.
Besides us there were some foreigners who s t
out for their size and suitable clothing. We
fortunately joined forces with an ebullient group
Naval officers from the cruiser st. Paul moored a
Yokosuka Naval Base. They scampered up like goats
made us feel less alone in the throng.
As darkness deepened and cold embraced us,
numbers of climbers not only continued but inten s~·_# ___
by being herded together on the narrow trail.
S o,~~__
after 8 p.m. we reached a largish stone building aabout 2,000 feet below the top. Tired, hungry,
looking for a spot to sleep, the squadron of U.S .
pushed its way into a low hot room teeming with n .
climbers. At one end, food of sorts was sold, c o
Japanese dishes like tofu, raw fish, and immense s=
radishes. Happily, we had been forewarned and h ad
carried our own sandwiches. "Ah, yes" at length
w re told, "sleeping. for ten people, very good,"
w1fe and I and the e1ght st. Paul stalwarts trudg
narrow stairs to a large loft, lined on each side
a long deep shelf some four feet off the floor.
ten of us were allotted one shelf and for a fee
received each a battered futon or mattress.
In t
of sleeping, the night was a disaster. All ten o f
like wieners were lined up, head against the wall ,
stretching out beyond the shelf with my wife tucked
at one end. At least she could brag about sleepi ng
a bed with nine other men . For me sleep was fitf u
scant, because of the constant noise from the mil l '
crowd below and because I kept jerking myself bolt
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upright with cheyne stokes type breathing. This is an
ominous sign, suggestive of severe brain damage, a
pattern of short rapid breaths followed by an interval
of no breathing at all, at which point I would jerk
myself up. It was nothing but air hunger, I tried to
reassure myself. And then the wild life. My wife had
wisely dusted herself with insecticide, but having
neglected to do so, I paid dearly with bites allover,
bed bugs no doubt. Between scratching and gasping I
got little rest. So hours before dawn we quit our
roost and joined the crowd below, now thicker than
ever. After a quick bite of sandwich, we gladly
sallied forth, uncertain of the route and of the
dangers of climbing in the dark.
we shouldn't have worried. Outside it was colder
and darker than ever. Yet an extraordinary stream of
human flesh against all the laws of gravity was flowing
up the tortuous rocky steps, driven by a demoniac
force, up towards an unseen goal, the way lighted by
feeble flashlights, white tunics and white sneakers.
Like lemmings we were swept upwards and from the human
chain exhaled a sighing harmony of gasps, grunts, and
groans, an eery effect beyond understanding. Why did
they do this to themselves? Off to the side of the
trail young women collapsed on boulders, retching
undigested fare, shivering in summer garb, and sobbing
in momentary defeat despite the officious pleas of male
companions. Children in sailor suits, elderly in
severe garb, the fit and the fat, all plodding to the
top. No eXUltation, no outbursts of animal spirits.
On and on they trudged. And so did we, gulping the
thin air, hardly speaking, unaware of time and
distance.
At last the darkness lessened and the way became
less steep. And then out of the dawn mist a babble o£
voices, level ground, and the shadowy outline of low
buildings. A dense cloud layover the summit, reducing
visibility to twenty feet.
The crowds, now thicker and
hardly moving, were still there, if less visible, the
buildings a tawdry chain of low wooden shacks offering
shoddy souvenirs and questionable food, the crater
~resumably over there beyond a frail railing and lost
In the fog.
Increasing daylight did little to relieve
an overwhelming sense of anticlimx and only exposed
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more clearly the garish squalor that anointed the
summit. Where, oh where, the consummate taste a nd
restraint of the Japanese rock garden, the flower
arrangement, the tea ceremony? The Japa~ese people
have a curious ability to create and adm1re beauty
alongside ugliness and not be bothered by the con ~~'-=~
We searched in vain for the 5engen Shrine on the
summit, as we felt our way through crowds and fog .
sign for the Gotemba trail rescued us from t~e
pointless stay at the top, where we found ne1ther
nor rest nor appetite. 50 down we plunged.
An unusual feature makes the GoteIDba trail e a .
descend and hard to climb. The mountain side in
area is coated with a deep mantle of lava cinders
near the summit down to well below the tree line.
freed from the mob above, we made our way down thr
the clouds in solitude and came out on a sunlit s l
of loose black screen. With one step we would sl i
the distance of ten, jumping, skipping, exultant at
being released from the ascent and the crowds, and
undaunted by the cinders and grime that infiltrated
shirts and shoes. Way down below we spotted Gote '
and even our little hotel while beyond lay the sea ,
ever present sea. Down we glided, covering in thr
hours what had taken nine and a miserable night t o
mount. We stumbled into the hotel lobby, filthy,
hungry, and exhausted, and were greeted by a duet
sailor and baby-san dancing sheepishly down the s ~__
after a night up above much different than ours.
Once cleansed and fed, we paused outside the
for a farewell hand shake with our mountain. The
had cleared and there it shone, majestic in its up
sweep, unblemished at that distance by the warts
scabs of close encounter. We bowed a silent saluta
in deference to its reigning power. We had after
become converts, even if only from remote vantage .
John H. Wulsin
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A New Girl Party
It is a scant week after the Inauguration. This
is an excellent time to consider the impact that the
First Lady and also the Vice Lady, or whatever Mrs.
Gore is called, will have on the White House and the
new Democractic Administration. It has become obvious
that Hillary will have a strong influence on her
husband, and as a result we may have our first coPresidency.
Speaking of being big in the White House, Mrs.
Gore may well add new meaning to the phrase "Big
Tipper." with these strong women in places of power,
will the Democrats become a New Girl Party? I doubt
it!
In accordance with the traditions of this club,
the title of this paper has nothing to do with any of
the above , or with any political party.
I can almost sense the sigh of relief from our
Southern members, and probably from those of Northern
heritage who are still awake at this juncture. Before
I continue, I want to make an important point.
It has
com 7 to my attention that certain members are obtaining
c o p1es of some papers and actually showing them to
o t her people.
I am personally aware of a member
s h owing a paper to his daughter.
"What's the matter with that?" you might ask.
We ll I'll tell you what's the matter with that!
It
j u st so happens that the member's daughter is a very
c l ose friend of the writer's wife. Not that there is
a n y chance of my wife actually reading one of my
p a pers, no matter what the subject, but there is an off
c h ance that the member's daughter, who can read, might
a c tually relate the contents to the aforementioned
spouse. As President Nixon used to say, "Let me make
i t perfectly clear," that it is imperative that
e v eryone involved in this budget, the reader, awake
me mbers, and dozing members who might later request a
copy, understand that the event described herein, is
f i ctional in every detail, and any resemblance to
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people or actual circumstances is a great big
coincidence and not my fault.
Now that everyone
understands the ground rules, I'd like to continue narrative.
It was that wonderful time in America, the t'
after Korea and before Vietnam, when everyone had a
job, there were few street people, no bag ladies,
Mamie was first lady in a quiet, passive behind the
scenes manner. The best part about it was that it
almost forty years ago and we were a lot younger,
single and a 10t smarter than we are today. Also,·
were all alive which, sadly, is not the case today.
It is true that we were all single except Wil l "
had been married and had three children.
His wife
actually introduced me to him, and he became a close
friend. He was a little older than the rest of us,
been in the service and then gone to law school. He
founded the Suntagoben Sunday Evening Beer and Esse
Society, which met at his house on sunday afternoons
all summer long. We had swimming parties in his
children's inflatable wading pool. We played croque
in his back yard, overlapping into his neighbor's yar
This was real backyard croquet, the kind with two
stakes and lumpy grass, which was played in shorts
a beer, not the Hamptons variety with white polo
shirts, slacks, a pith helmet, and a martini.
In addition to the on going killer croquet
tournament, we had diving exhibitions in to the wad '
pool, played Kick the Can, Hide and Seek, Mother may
and my personal favorite Sardines. On Memorial Day
held the Oakley 200. It was 200 feet down the steep
hill in the side yard. Mac used a tricycle, Don has
little wagon, and I drove a toy fire engine. It had
two little ladders and a bell. Willie had a fused
spine from a back operation and Moose was too big t o
fit in the racers, so we had a limited field.
We ne
finished the final heat, as in the semi-final I crow
Mac into a rock and the jack-knifing tricycle
catapulted Mac into the Rose Garden. Willie's wife
not pleased and his children wanted their toys back,
we adjourned to Zip's.
Zip's was home of the world' s
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greatest Che
cockroaches.

eseburgerS and the world's largest

all sitting around
A few summers later we wer: d to have in our youth,
zip's, discussing t~e,~un.w~ru:aYbe it was Willie who
1
when Don had a grea w
ea uld have a new-girl party.
was single by then.
e s h0
"What is a New Girl Party?", you may ask, because
did
A New Girl Party has only one
the rest 0 f us
.,
' I th t you had ever
rule. You mayw~~th~~l~~e~ i~~ anyaother member of the
dated, o~h~~ewas the kind of idea that grows on you.
~~~~P~f us had known each other since high,school and
we were getting tired of each oth 7r's ro u tln 7s· web t
needed a new audience. I know thlS s~unds slmp l e, u
finding a new girl who would go out wlth one of us and
d i dn't know any of the rest of us was no easy matter.
Lee confided that he might invite Don's mother who
looked 30 but was the mother of a 24 year old. We
vetoed that idea as the general feeling was that this
mi ght add an inhibiting influence to the affair and
mi ght not endear Lee to Don's father. Also we knew her
which would make her a rules violation.
Good news arrived. Don and his brother were to
house sit while Mom and Dad went to Cleveland for the
weekend. Now we had a great setting, with the small
pool and a piano. A barrel of beer, a supply of gin,
some Philadelphia Cream Cheese, some A-l sauce, and
some chips and we are all set for a fabulous evening.
I best explain that my cousin's Swedish wife gave me
one of the secrets to her popular smorgasbord. You
place the refrigerated Cream Cheese on a cold plate,
cover it with A-I Sauce and surround with chips. A
gourmet hors d'oeuvre. As the party date approached, I
became somewhat agitated. Where would I find a new .
girl? I was thinking of asking Dody, the waitress who
usually waited on us in the Old South, but I had a
horrible thought; she might accept.
Fortunately for me, one of the older men in my
office had a hernia, although it wasn't that fortunate
for him. He went to work for my firm the day I was
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born, which made the old fellow about 43. I was
fortunate he had a hernia, as during my hospital v
I ran into the sister of a high-school friend.
She
insisted that I stop in to see her Mother. I did ,
there I met Mary, a student nurse. As we left the
hospital room she asked me what I did. I was wear
my work uniform, a grey flannel suit and a rep ti e ,
navy blue knee length hose and wing tip cordovan.
told her that I was an eccentric Hollywood Producer
was looking for a new starlet for my latest epic.
asked her if she would like to audition. She laug
gave me her phone number and accepted my extremely
suave invitation when I called.
I picked her up at Christ Hospital at 4:30 a n
changed to civies in Don's basement. Nice girl re.c-~~_
She was a West High graduate, lived out there with
Mom and Dad who was a Conductor on a freight trai n.
This was evidently a feather bedding kind of job wi
no future.
She was worried about her parents fut~
but evidently they weren't, and they sounded like
folks.
Lee brought his Mother's Psychiatrist's daugh
who was a Freshman at Bryn Mawr. She had almost the
darkest eyes I have ever seen. She had very large
pupils of the color brown that chocolate drops are
you take off the silver tin foil.
Her eyes remind
of Little Orphan Annie, only they were dark instea
white and her hair was a lovely auburn. Her eyel ids
were in mourning- sort of at half mast. Unfortuna
her I.Q. was closer to Sandy's than to Annie's.
that was unfair; she had to have about 1300 ST's t o
into Bryn Mawr, but she had to be the most naive g ir
in the world, which of course was perfect for us g o
into our routine and retelling old jokes. Example Don's joke. "Who was the piece of silver I saw you
with last night?" Answer, "That was no fork that ....
my knife" She didn't understand it, although I th '
possibly she was lucky.
I believe her name was Jo .
Please don't misunderstand. We were not tryi ng
embarrass or humiliate any of these young women. We
were probably Chauvinists but didn't know it. No 0
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would have invited an ugly girl to be mean or nasty.
We were just naturally obnoxious, all of us, everyone.
Don brought the ticket taker at the Woodlawn Drive-Inn,
and Mac brought her sister. I can't remember her name
but Don's date was Rose. They both chewed gum like
crazy.
Moose had a date with a girl he knew from college.
She was with her Mother, visiting her Great Aunt in
cincinnati. She was a really nice gal, and I don't
think she was particularly impressed by the large array
of boisterous people she found in the house and around
the pool. Her name was Becky. Lee was a swimmer and
built like Johnny Wisemiller, so he spent the evening
swimming back and forth and flexing his deltoids.
Willie brought the sister of a U.C. jock that he
knew.
She was from Indiana and had just moved to the
city. She had an hour glass figure, and there were
fifty eight minutes left. I know all the girls were
bored to death, but we were all in our element, and in
our glory. Don explained that he and I had heard each
others jokes so often that we had numbered them. This
was an old gag but new to this group. He would say
"15" and we would all guffaw like crazy. Then I would
say "57" and great laughter would occur. This would go
on for awhile until I would say "43". Don would stick
his lower lip out and all would stare sadly at the
floor while Moose was saying, "He never could tell a
joke." Jo didn't understand. Occasionally someone
would actually tell a joke. Example: My uncle Charlie
was normal in everyway except, when he went to the
beach he spent the day throwing rocks at the Sea Birds.
That was the kind of man he was - he never left a tern
unstoned.
Example: My cousin Elmo was the first man
west of the Alleghenies to be born through artificial
insemination. He was normal in every way except every
Father's Day he sent a necktie to a syringe in Duluth.
Of course we had a number of sight gags for our
new a~dience. Don would remove his jacket, put his
head 1~ an ~rm hole and then flop the sleeve up and
down wlth hlS hand. An elephant going through the
forest.
Then Moose and I would put our heads in our
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jackets and wave both sleeves up and down; four
elephants in the forest.
Again my personal favorite
was Willie standing in the corner with his back to the
room. We would explain that he was a famous news
personality. One by one we would ask him, "Are you
finished?" And he would answer, "Not yet."
Finally we all yelled, "Who are you?" and Good
Old Willie would say, "Drew Pearson." It still tickles
me. Jo didn't get it. Then of course, Mac on the
piano and many choruses of "Bill Grogan's goat" You
should understand that I can't sing a lick. If you
don't believe me, ask Mrs. Murphy, the Choir d i rector
at my high school. It was tradition that we sing at
our High School Graduation.
I was placed in the "Base
Hum" section and admonished by Mrs. Murphy to not open
my mouth. I was so carried away by, "This is our
Country," that I joined in on the "amid the fields of
waving grain," part and almost ruined the entire
ceremony.
I did however sing "Bill Grogans Goat" when
sufficiently urged by my peers. On the off chance that
you are not familiar with this classic it goes like
this:
'
Bill Grogan's Goat
Was feeling fine
Ate three red shirts
Right off the line
Bill took a stick
Gave him a whack
And tied him to
The railroad track
The whistle blew
The train drew neigh
Bill Grogan's Goat
Was doomed to die
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He gave three groans
Of awful pain
coughed up the shirts
And flagged the train
As I sang the verse, the chorus repeated each
refrain. You really had to be there to appreciate it.
I sounded like Fred Allen imitating Jimmy Durante. We
had a special way of knowing when the cocktail h~ur had
ended and it was time to dine. We were out of gln.
Time for cold ham, turkey, american cheese and
swiss cheese, rye and white bread and of course Skyline Chili, with cheese. For the true gourmet, spam
and velvetta cheese on Zesta crackers were served. We
thought we were a riot. The highlight of the evening
was the beauty contest. We sat in the living room
while our dates walked back and forth on the screenedin porch, their legs visible from the knees down under
the window-shade on the French door. The idea was to
pick out your date. Mac won the contest.
"Mine has
varicose veins," he confided.
Finally, in various degrees of sobriety we wended
our way home, except Mac who ended up in Elmwood Place
and never did remember what happened. He had a couple
of dates with Mary, so I saw her again. A nice girl.
Don dated Becky for awhile, until Moose got out of the
service and went down South and married her.
I have no
idea what happened to the rest of the girls.
I think
Jo flunked out of Bryn Mawr her sophomore year. We
always thought that her mother hired someone to take
the SAT's for her.
If this were a true story, when little Moose was
born I probably would have been his God-Father. You
remember of course that I made the whole thing up.
My Godson is 33 now, has two boys and lives with
his lovely wife in North Eastern Ohio. He has never
attended a New Girl party.
Holden Wilson Jr.
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The Odd Number Club
People are born genetically equal. scientists ~
laymen of good will acknowledge this fact. Men of goOG
will do unto their neighbors as they would have their
neighbors do unto them, but they often operate within
discrete neighborhood. Men of good will during their
lifetimes can only interact with a finite number of
people. The ultimate good they do for less fortunate
people depends upon their creativity, their individua l
resources, and their ability to influence other people
who have good will and resources. Governmental rules ,
media harangues, and demands from people without
privity don't change the way people act towards each
other.
In the long run, good will cannot be mandated
nor legislated.
It is either learned in the home or
developed by individual experience.
There are only so many hours a day; but two eyes
to see with; but one brain to react with; but one hea ~
to love with; but two ears to hear with - and for some
of us the ears are already limiting our world of
comprehension. No man can be all things to all peop le
nor are most men comfortable trying to do so. Most me=
seek out the known, the predictable, the secure, the
limited, the familiar, and the reinforcing.
In other
words, men enjoy groups which are by their nature
exclusive of those not in the group. The groups may be
clubs, neighborhoods, luncheon groups, churches, dance
clubs, trade societies or political enclaves. Often
high political office mandates resignation from some '
such groups.
The old city on the mighty river prides itself o n
is variety of business and cultural activities - its
tolerance of ideas, its social harmony. The great
number and many different types of business, social a nd
cultural clubs evidence the wide-ranging interest of
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i ts citizens. These groups range form the traditional
Rotary club to more obscure groups such as the
Semicolon Club. The Odd Number Club counts itselr as
one of the most obscure. The club was founded on the
philosophy of a little known English author, Samuel
Lover, whose best known work was Rory O'More, about an
adventurer whose most famous line was:
"There's luck
in odd numbers." The author provided his point by
being born in 1797 and dying in 1868.
The founders of the odd Number Club first
considered naming their group the "Lovers Club" after
their mentor, but quickly recognized that spouses might
be suspicious about club activities. The club was
formed many years ago by thirteen men who had the same
predilections in life, namely the distaste, the actual
abhorrence of all the regularities of daily existence
that can press the unwary into a square mold of
sameness. The club can best be explained by examining
the members themselves. The typical member was born in
January, March, May, July, September or November, is
5'11", weighs 173 pounds and has irregular features,
with one ear lower than the other, and generally sports
a crooked grin. Often one leg is slightly shorter than
the other and many members are left handed - the latter
sharing dual membership in the "Left-Handed club". The
Odd Number Club member has one wife, and one or three
children. He plays nine holes of golf, tolerating the
par fours while revelling in the par threes and par
fives.
It doesn't bother him to shoot five on a par
four - in fact he rarely makes a four. His clubs
consist of a driver, spoon and five wood, a three,
five, seven and nine iron and a sand iron. He either
plays by himself or in a threesome, and his favorite
betting game is Bingle-Bangle-Bungle, first on, closest
to the hole and first in. His favorite tee times are
9:37 a.m. and 1:13 p.m. He has played and enjoys the
odd member team games of basketball, baseball and
football.
He plays blackjack in which he never takes a
hit on thirteen but always takes a hit on twelve. He
eats three meals a day and before the evening meal, has
one or three libations. He pays with one and five
dollar bills, or with one of three credit cards.
(A
member was once reprimanded for carrying a two dollar
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bill which he claimed was a curio given to him by a
uncle. )
A member doesn't care to be called a "regular "
fellow or "even-tempered" or a "square" shooter. He
prefers dancing to the waltz rather than the fox t r
He makes social and business engagements at times s
as 12:13 for lunch or 9:19 for a morning meeting.
typical member exhibits much sharper mental abilit i
than his peers in clubs which meet at noon, for
example, because the const ant practice of remember i nodd numbers and meeting at odd times hones his mind
razor sharpness. Consequently, Alzheimers, or even
memory loss, rarely occur with an Odd Number member .
Post mortems have revealed an actual increase in br
mass over years of Odd Number Club membership.
The club rules reflect its reason for being.
Membership is limited to 99. Membership is for li f e
there being no grounds or procedures for removal.
c l ub meets on the third n i ght of the week, nine man
a year with meetings starting at 31 minutes after
hour. There are nine board members including three
trustees who serve staggered three year terms. Othe=
c l ub officers serve a one year term but may be
reelected to the same office from year to year. One
steward provides food and refreshment.
The club year starts in September, the ninth
month. Meetings average thirty-nine minutes and a r e
expected to end no sooner than nine minutes or no 1a
than thirteen minutes after the hour. Average
attendance is 53 members and guests. Members prese
papers on topics of interest to the reader and often
interest to the listeners, papers which may reflect
the joy and benefits of an odd number existence.
Papers generally are not about the reader's occupat '
A surgeon would not recount his ten most significant
operations ; a man of the cloth would not expound o n
religious matters; a lawyer would not replay a tr ia
matter how interesting or significant the event. Th
reader is encouraged to stretch himself and venture
into non-occupational water s to find his text.
Regardless of occupation, however, there are certa i
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universal experiences common to all members which
permit one paper on military experience and one paper
on fishing during the member's lifetime. This statute
o f limitations is strictly enforced. Travel papers are
suspect unless a member is clever enough to weave a
t i meless message therein, or unless the excursion is so
r a re that it is highly improbable that any other member
h a s taken the same trip, for example, climbing Mount
Fu ji along with one's wife and a swarm of Japanese in
t h e middle of the night. A few of the more senior
me mbers write fiction in which papers they can violate
a l l the rules. After the paper, members sit around one
o f five tables trying not to be the s i xth or eighth man
a t the table, comforted by a plate from the buffet line
wh ich features three kinds of cheese, five varieties of
c r ackers and fifteen varieties of imported beer.
The club has two special meeting nights. The
f i rst is called "Sam Lover's" night which happens when
f i ve meetings fall in one month and it is the fifth
me eting.
The other happens when a meeting lands on the
t h irteenth of the month. This meeting always proves
me morable because most of the members enjoy that rare
c o ndition known as Trichodischeuphoria.
Just as important as the love of odd numbers are
t h e traditions of the club - most of them unwritten,
r e layed from senior member to jun i or member, providing
t h e hidden strength that makes the club constant in its
u n iqueness. Part of the tradition deals with how the
club acqu i res new members (male only) which it must do
about five times a year.
Taking a new member is like a marriage, only more
binding. Marriages can be ended by e i ther of the
p arties - not so membership in the Odd Number Club.
Memberships are measured in decades, not mere years . . A
n umber of members have belonged for fifty years and
s everal for more than seventy. Thus, the members
r ealize that when they take in a new member it is
p robably for the rest of their life. New member
s election is made cautiously, never in haste. After
t he Board's approval, a candidate is proposed by a
s enior member , and seconded by a handful of other
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members who know him well. The proposer realizes that
membership is for life and if the new member proves t o
be a poor writer, reader, or companion at the table, iis the proposer who will be remembered for having made
the marriage. One never knows for sure how the
marriage will work out, however the club does have
suggestions for cautious appraisal of a candidate. He
should be a guest many times before membership is
considered. He should meet a variety of members, and
the members of the board should become acquainted wit
him. Just as important as how well the members know
the prospect is how well the prospect knows the club its foibles - its odd numbers - what is and isn't
expected of the members.
Only after many members and the prospect are wel
acquainted will the proposer have fulfilled his
obligation to his fellow members before suggesting the
union. cautious proposers even go so far as to read
what the prospect has written and, if he has not
written anything, might even ask him to submit a piece
The proposer tries not to raise expectations of
membership with a prospect until the board has
approved, acquaintances been made and membership is
certain.
As we leave this brief look at the Odd Number
Club, we find it happily preparing for its 99th
anniversary which will occur in a mere five years. An
odd number of committees has been appointed by the
anniversary chairman. The only dilemma is to determ ' ~
when the next milestone anniversary will occur. If it
is celebrated in the club's 149th year, then it will
have been an even fifty years after the 99th
anniversary, whereas, if it is celebrated 51 years
after the 99th, it will fall in the even 150th year of
the club. It now being 9:13 on January 25, 1993, on a
day when the Dow rose 33 points, you will have to wai t
until the next century to learn the answer.
Lewis Gatch

